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Patrick is a working photographer and web-designer based in Merseyside and Pembrokeshire. He takes a
wide range of photographs including sea and landscapes, floral, sporting and architectural images. His prints
and cards are available in galleries, commercial outlets around the country and through his web site.
The current focus of his work is the development of his fine art, limited edition photographs of which a
selection is to be exhibited. While much of his time is spent designing and maintaining web sites for schools
and small businesses around the UK, he manages to spend three or four months of the year in West Wales
where many of his images are made. ‘The land and seascapes of Wales, where the weather can change in
minutes from overcast and murky to dazzling brilliance, is both awe-inspiring and humbling. Between these
poles lie the most extraordinary scenes of light and shade. I use colour when necessary, working frequently
in black and white and often toning at the print stage.’

Pembs Coaweerier's HutPembrokeshire Cottage | Seaweed Drier's Hut | Freshwater West IV

See more of Patrick’s work at www.primarywebdesign.co.uk/Gallery
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